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Are we hiding our data?

Effective use of data can instantly connect Hunters, Biologists, and Agents together.
How do we connect everyone?

- Hunters (Enter harvest info, review their own data)
  - MO Hunting
  - Telecheck IVR
  - Web Telecheck
  - Online permit purchases

- Protection Agents
  - Quick access to everything about a contact
  - Agent Mobile
  - Agent Online

- Wildlife Biologists
  - Quick access to all data collected
  - Effective reporting tools
MO Hunting

• View and purchase your permits
MO Hunting

- Telecheck your Deer or Turkey
- View your Telecheck history
Agent Mobile

• Search for Hunters
• View: Watches, Permits, Telechecks, Arrests, Warnings
• Set Watch
• Issue Warning
• Issue Citation
Agent Mobile

- Scan the QR Code from a Hunters Phone
Agent Online

- Expanded version of Agent Mobile.
Reports for All

- Using SSRS Reports the options are endless.
Where to go in the Future

Input from the Public and MDC Employees